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In this paper we conduct an analysis of the geometrical and vortical statistics in the small scales of
helical and nonhelical turbulences generated with direct numerical simulations. Using a filtering
approach, the helicity flux from large scales to small scales is represented by the subgrid-scale
�SGS� helicity dissipation. The SGS helicity dissipation is proportional to the product between the
SGS stress tensor and the symmetric part of the filtered vorticity gradient, a tensor we refer to as the
vorticity strain rate. We document the statistics of the vorticity strain rate, the vorticity gradient, and
the dual vector corresponding to the antisymmetric part of the vorticity gradient. These results
provide new insights into the local structures of the vorticity field. We also study the relations
between these quantities and vorticity, SGS helicity dissipation, SGS stress tensor, and other
quantities. We observe the following in both helical and nonhelical turbulences: �1� there is a high
probability to find the dual vector aligned with the intermediate eigenvector of the vorticity strain
rate tensor; �2� vorticity tends to make an angle of 45° with both the most contractive and the most
extensive eigendirections of the vorticity strain rate tensor; �3� the vorticity strain rate shows a
preferred alignment configuration with the SGS stress tensor; �4� in regions with strong straining of
the vortex lines, there is a negative correlation between the third order invariant of the vorticity
gradient tensor and SGS helicity dissipation fluctuations. The correlation is qualitatively explained
in terms of the self-induced motions of local vortex structures, which tend to wind up the vortex
lines and generate SGS helicity dissipation. In helical turbulence, we observe that the joint
probability density function of the second and third tensor invariants of the vorticity gradient
displays skewed distributions, with the direction of skewness depending on the sign of helicity
input. We also observe that the intermediate eigenvalue of the vorticity strain rate tensor is more
probable to take negative values. These interesting observations, reported for the first time, call for
further studies into their dynamical origins and implications. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3336012�

I. INTRODUCTION

Helicity is the scalar product between velocity and vor-
ticity, integrated over the space. It is an invariant of the Euler
equations.1–3 It measures the alignment between velocity and
vorticity and is related to the magnitude of the nonlinear
term in the Navier–Stokes �NS� equations.4,5 Geometrically
it characterizes the knottedness of vortex lines.1,6,7 In turbu-
lence with nonzero mean helicity, namely, helical turbulence,
it has been observed that helicity cascades from the input
scales to small scales and a Kolmogorov-type helicity spec-
trum in the inertial range is generated.8–11 Various aspects of
helical turbulence have been studied. Examples include
the geometrical properties,12 the details of helicity
cascade,9–11,13–15 the effects of helicity on energy cascade,16

the interaction between helicity and energy dissipation,17,18

intermittency in helicity cascade,19 the correlation between
helicity and enstrophy fluctuation,20 etc. Helicity plays an
important role in the dynamo theory of magnetohydrody-
namical flows.6,21 Its effects in geophysical flows are ob-
served in Refs. 22 and 23. The combined effects of rotation
and helicity are investigated in Ref. 24. The roles of helicity
in the formation of turbulence are studied in Refs. 25 and 26.

The implication of helicity on the regularity of Euler equa-
tions and NS equations is also a subject of recent
research.27–30 For a review on various aspects of helicity and
its implications, see Ref. 21.

Helicity cascade can be studied with a filtering
approach,11,31 an approach that forms the basis of large eddy
simulation �LES� �see, e.g., Ref. 32 for a review of LES and
related issues�. In this formalism, the helicity flux from large
scales to small scales is represented as the subgrid-scale
�SGS� helicity dissipation rate. By deriving the equation of
the resolved helicity �see Sec. II�, it can be shown that the
SGS helicity dissipation rate is given as11

�H � − 2R̃ij�ij , �1�

where �ij �uiuj
˜− ũiũj is the SGS stress tensor, with the tilde

representing filtered quantities and ui being the velocity. R̃ij

���i�̃ j +� j�̃i� /2 is the symmetric part of the gradient of the
filtered vorticity �̃��� ũ. According to Eq. �1�, the SGS

helicity dissipation is the product of tensors R̃ij and �ij. It
shows that the local structure of the vorticity field, repre-

sented by R̃ij, has close relation with the rate of helicity
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transfer across scales. The magnitudes of R̃ij and �ij, as well
as their relative alignment, determine the value of SGS he-
licity dissipation.

The relative alignment between the tensors is defined in
terms of their eigenvectors. Therefore, an analysis of their
eigenvectors and eigenvalues is expected to be useful in re-
vealing the mechanisms of SGS helicity dissipation. In the
related problem of energy cascade, such a geometrical point
of view has been proven valuable. The energy flux from
large scales to small scales can be represented by the SGS
energy dissipation �see, e.g., Ref. 32�,

�E � − S̃ij�ij , �2�

where S̃ij ��� jũi+�iũj� /2 is the filtered strain rate tensor.
Thus, the value of �E is controlled by the alignment between

S̃ij and �ij. Analyses of the latter have been conducted in
Refs. 33 and 34, which provide not only useful information
for model development but also considerable insight into the
mechanisms of SGS energy dissipation and the evolution of
vortical structures. More generally, people have also looked
into other geometrical statistics, such as the alignment be-

tween the strain rate tensor S̃ij, vorticity �̃, passive scalar
gradient, pressure Hessian, etc.35–44 Among others, these sta-
tistics have implications on understanding the regularity of
the Euler and the NS equations �see, e.g., Refs. 45–47�. In
helical turbulence, however, an analysis based on a geometri-
cal point of view is still lacking.

Furthermore, statistics of R̃ij carry useful information of
the local structures of the vorticity field, which is of interests
in both helical and nonhelical turbulences. Related quanti-
ties, such as the gradient of vorticity, have appeared in sev-
eral situations. In two-dimensional �2D� turbulence, the gra-
dient of vorticity controls the direct enstrophy cascade.48

Reference 49 shows that the spatial gradient of the direction
of vorticity is intimately related to the regularity of the NS
equations. The gradient of the direction of vorticity is ana-
lyzed theoretically and numerically in Refs. 50 and 51.

Therefore, one expects that an analysis of R̃ij and related
quantities will also be beneficial.

Given the potential effects of helicity, a better under-
standing of the mechanisms of SGS helicity dissipation is
desirable, in order to facilitate the modeling of helical turbu-
lent flows. The knowledge of the geometry of helical turbu-
lence also has wider implications, especially when interac-
tions with other physical processes are involved. Thus, in
this paper we adopt a filtering approach and present a geo-
metrical analysis of helical turbulence. The purpose is three-
fold. First, we aim at identifying the unique geometrical fea-
tures of helical turbulence. To this end, we contrast the
statistics obtained in helical turbulence with nonhelical tur-
bulence, even though some statistics �the mean SGS helicity
dissipation, for example� are not particularly relevant in non-

helical turbulence. Also, in addition to R̃ij, we search for the
signature of helicity in the gradient of vorticity and other
quantities. Second, we look to elucidate the dynamical
mechanisms of helicity cascade, by examining the relation
between local vortical structures and SGS helicity dissipation

rate. Third, we intend to document some of the statistics
characterizing the gradient of vorticity, which are useful for
both helical and nonhelical turbulences, as explained above.
For this reason, apart from the statistics mentioned above, we
also consider the dual vector corresponding to the antisym-

metric part of the vorticity gradient, its alignment with R̃ij, as

well as the alignment between the vorticity and R̃ij.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the defini-

tions, basic theories, and the numerical simulations are sum-
marized. The analysis of simulation data is presented in Sec.
III. Conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. BASIC THEORIES

We use ui�x , t� to denote the ith component of the veloc-
ity vector u�x , t�. ��x , t�=��u is the vorticity vector. We
consider the helicity density, defined as h�x , t��u ·�=ui�i.
As is conjectured in Ref. 8 and observed in simulations,10,11

in the inertial range of helical turbulence, a �5/3 helicity
spectrum is established,

H�k� = cH�H�−1/3k−5/3, �3�

in which

H�k� � �
k��k��k+1

û��k� · �̂�k� �4�

is the helicity spectrum and û and �̂ are the Fourier trans-
forms of velocity and vorticity, respectively. �H is the helicity
dissipation rate, � is the energy dissipation rate, and cH is a
constant found numerically to be about 1.0.10,52 The helicity
spectrum is established through a helicity cascade process,
which has been studied in Refs. 10 and 11 using direct nu-
merical simulation �DNS� data.

To investigate the interscale interactions, we use a filter-
ing approach.11,32 Given a filter kernel G��r� with length
scale �, the filtered velocity ũ is defined as the convolution
between the filter kernel and the velocity u, i.e.,

ũ�x,t� � � G��r�u�x + r,t�d3r . �5�

Correspondingly, the filtered vorticity is defined as �̃=�
� ũ, as mentioned in Sec. I. We then define the resolved
helicity density as h��x , t�= ũ ·�̃.

From the NS equations, it is not difficult to derive the
equation for h�. The filtered NS equations read

Dtũi = − �ip̃ + � j�− �ij� + 	�2ũi + f̃ i, �6�

where Dt��t+ ũk�k is the Lagragian derivative following the
filtered velocity. �ij is the SGS stress, already given in Sec. I.
p̃ is the filtered pressure �divided by density�, 	 is the kine-

matic viscosity, and f̃ i is the filtered forcing term. As the
trace of �ij can always be absorbed into a suitably defined
modified pressure, we will assume that �ij is traceless or
equivalently, �ij will represent the anisotropic part of the
SGS stress tensor. Taking the curl of the above equation, one
finds the equation for the filtered vorticity �̃. To simplify
notations, we denote the SGS force −� j�ij by Ti. Thus the
equation for �̃ can be written as
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Dt�̃ = S̃�̃ + � � T + 	�2�̃ + � � f̃ . �7�

The equation for h�, after some algebra, can then be derived
as follows:

Dth� = � jQ̃j − �H − 4	S̃ijR̃ij + 2 f̃ i�̃i. �8�

As defined in Eq. �1�, �H�−2�ijR̃ij on the right-hand side

�RHS� of the equation is the SGS helicity dissipation rate. Q̃j

is the spatial flux vector, with its expression shown as
follows:

Q̃j � − 2�̃i�ij − �ijkũi�l�kl − �̃ j
p̃



+ �̃ j

ũiũi

2
+ 2	R̃ijũi

+ 2	S̃ij�̃i − � jkmũk f̃m. �9�

In Eq. �8�, the SGS helicity dissipation �H represents the
helicity flux across the scale � in the spectral space. As is
shown in Ref. 52, in stationary turbulence with infinite Rey-
nolds number, the ensemble average of Eq. �8� reduces to
	�H
=�H when the filter scale falls in the inertial range. That
is, �H controls the global balance of helicity in helical
turbulence.

The behaviors of �H have been investigated in Refs. 11
and 19. The scaling properties of �H are documented. It is
observed that the mean SGS helicity dissipation 	�H
 is ap-
proximately constant in the inertial range, corresponding to a
constant helicity flux across the spectrum �see also Ref. 52�.
Also, it is found that reflectional symmetry in helical turbu-
lence is asymptotically restored at small scales due to helic-
ity fluxes exchanging negative and positive helicity between
the negative and positive helical wave components.11

�H is the tensor product of the two tensors �ij and R̃ij.
Apart from the correlation between them, the relative orien-
tation of the two tensors is another factor that controls the
value of �H. The relative orientation of the two tensors can
be characterized by the orientation of the eigenframes asso-

ciated with them. As �ij and R̃ij are both symmetric, they
have each three real eigenvalues. The corresponding eigen-
vectors constitute two Cartesian coordinate frames. In what
follows, we denote the eigenvalues of −�ij by �−���, �−���,
and �−��, and they are ordered so that �−���� �−���

� �−��. By definition �kk=0. The eigenvalues are thus re-
lated by �−���+ �−���+ �−��=0, and as a result �−����0

and �−���0. The eigenvalues of R̃ij are denoted similarly
as R��R��R. Since vorticity is solenoidal, we also have
R�+R�+R=0 and R��0�R. Corresponding to the eigen-
values, we use �−���, �−���, and �−�� to denote the eigen-

vectors of −�ij, and R�, R�, and R those of R̃ij. The eigen-
vectors are normalized so that they have unit length. With
these definitions, one can write the SGS helicity dissipation
in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors,

�H = 2��− ���R���− ��� · R��2 + �− ���R���− ��� · R��2

+ �− ���R��− ��� · R�2 + �− ���R���− ��� · R��2

+ �− ���R���− ��� · R��2 + �− ���R��− ��� · R�2

+ �− ��R���− �� · R��2 + �− ��R���− �� · R��2

+ �− ��R��− �� · R�2� . �10�

A similar expression for the SGS energy dissipation can be
found in, e.g., Ref. 53. In Eq. �10�, �−��i ·R j �cos �ij, where
�ij is the angle between the vectors �−��i and R j �i , j
=� ,� ,�. Equation �10� thus shows that the SGS helicity

dissipation depends on both the eigenvalues of the tensors R̃ij

and �ij, and the relative orientation of the eigenvectors. Note,
however, the nine inner products that appear in the above
equation are not independent of each other. To fully charac-
terize the relative orientation of the two eigenframes, only
three angles are needed, as will be introduced in Sec. III.

One may attempt to understand the evolution of the ei-

genvalues and eigenvectors of R̃ij from its dynamic equa-

tions. Tensor R̃ij is the symmetric part of the vorticity gradi-

ent. Denoting the vorticity gradient � j�̃i by G̃ij, the equation

for G̃ij can be found by taking the gradient of Eq. �7�,

DtG̃ = ÃG̃ − G̃Ã + �̃ · �Ã + ��� � T� + 	�2G̃

+ ��� � f̃� , �11�

where Ã is the filtered velocity gradient, with components

Ãij =� jũi. The last three terms in Eq. �11� come from the
effects of SGS motion, viscous diffusion, and external forces,
respectively, while the first three represent the nonlinear self-
stretching effects. The first and the third terms originate from

the gradient of the vortex-stretching term S̃�̃ in the vorticity

equation �note that S̃�̃= Ã�̃�. The first term represents the
contributions from the spatial variation in �̃, while the third

represents those from the spatial variation in Ã. The second
term, on the other hand, is due to the stretching of material
lines accompanying that of the vortex lines, which tends to
reduce the growth of vorticity gradients.

G̃ij can be decomposed into the sum of its symmetric

part R̃ij and the antisymmetric tensor �̃ij ��G̃ij − G̃ji� /2. For

the convenience of exposition, we will call R̃ij the vorticity

strain rate tensor. From �̃ij, one can define the dual vector

�̃=���̃ through �̃ij =−�ijk�̃k /2.31 It is well known that �̃
=−�2ũ and as such is proportional to the viscous diffusion
term in the NS equations. Thus these quantities, apart from
characterizing the local topology of the vorticity field, also

have dynamical significance. The equations for R̃ij and �̃i can

be derived easily from the equation for G̃ij. After some alge-
bra, one finds

DtR̃ = �S̃ � �̃ − R̃ � �̃�S + ���� � �T + f̃���S + �̃ · �R̃

+ 	�2R̃ , �12�

where superscript S denotes the symmetric part of the tensor.
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�S̃� �̃�ij =�ikmS̃kj�m and R̃��̃ is similarly defined. For �̃i,
the equation reads

Dt�̃i = 2�ijkS̃jlR̃lk + 1
2 ��̃ � �̃�i + �̃ · ��̃i + 	�2�̃i + �ij

2 Tj

− �2�Ti + f̃ i� . �13�

Use has been made of the fact that f̃ i has to be divergence-
free.

The eigenvalues of G̃ij and R̃ij are fully characterized by
their tensorial invariants. Because vorticity is solenoidal, the

traces of R̃ij and G̃ij are both zero. Thus they each have only
two independent invariants. We define the following tensor

invariants for G̃ij:

I2
G � − Tr G̃2/2, I3

G � − Tr G̃3/3, �14�

and similarly for R̃ij:

I2
R � − Tr R̃2/2, I3

R � − Tr R̃3/3. �15�

Note that these invariants correspond to the Q and R used in,

e.g., Ref. 37. The eigenvalues of R̃ij are related to its invari-
ants by

I2
R = − 1

2 �R�
2 + R�

2 + R
2�, I3

R = − R�R�R. �16�

There are similar relations for I2
G and I3

G. However as the

eigenvalues of G̃ij may not be real numbers, we will not

study the eigenvalues of G̃ij directly.

The evolution of the eigenvalues of G̃ij and R̃ij can be
inferred from the dynamics of the invariants, the so-called
trace dynamics. The trace dynamics of the velocity gradient

Ãij has been used extensively in the study of the local geom-
etry of the velocity field �see, e.g., Refs. 37, 40, 41, and
54–57�. Its usefulness comes in part from the so-called re-
stricted Euler �RE� model.37,54,58 In the RE model, the Euler
equation is truncated to retain only the nonlinear self-
interaction of the velocity gradient and the isotropic part of

the pressure Hessian tensor so that the invariants of Ãij form
a closed 2D dynamical system. The model is shown to re-
produce a number of dynamical features of turbulence, and

has been subjected to various studies and extensions. For G̃ij

and R̃ij, it is tempting to also look into the trace dynamics
and the RE-type approximations. A truncation of the equa-

tion of G̃ij �Eq. �11�� in the spirit of RE approximation re-
tains only the first two terms on the RHS. However, it is not
difficult to find that this truncated system leads to a trivial
trace dynamics, in which the rates of changes in the invari-
ants are zero. In other words, the straightforward generaliza-

tion of the RE approximation to model G̃ij does not yield
useful results. Therefore, we will not continue to write down
the equations for the invariants. In this paper we will focus
on the analysis of the tensors and related quantities, and
leave the analysis and modeling of the equations for future
research.

A brief description of the simulations follows. We per-
form forced three-dimensional �3D� pseudospectral DNS of
isotropic turbulence in a �0,2��3 domain with periodic

boundary conditions. Helicity and energy are injected into
the flow field at constant rates by the forcing term in the NS
equations. The force is applied only to the low wavenumber
modes �k��kf �2. The details of the forcing term, in particu-
lar, the method to inject helicity, are explained in our previ-
ous work.52 The constant energy and helicity injection rates
are � f =0.1 and �H,f =0.3, respectively. Note that the helicity
injection rate is limited by the inequality ��H,f��2kf� f.

10

Thus the current value is close to the maximum. The statis-
tics are calculated after the flow has achieved stationary state
after a few large eddy turnover time scales. For all simula-
tions, the number of grid points is N3=2563 with kinematic
viscosity 	=0.0015. At stationary state the Taylor microscale
Reynolds number is estimated as Re�190. The Kolmog-
orov length scale, denoted by �K, is approximately 0.0136 so
that �Kkmax1.7. Thus the simulations are well resolved.59

The aliasing error is negligible for the statistics of the filtered
data. Therefore we have not dealiased the simulations. The
maximum resolved wavenumber is thus kmax=N /2=128 and
the grid size is �x=2� /N=� /128. The time step size �t is
adaptively chosen at each step to ensure ���tumax /�x
�0.15, where � is the Courant number and umax is the maxi-
mal velocity in the flow field at the given time step.

To compare the differences between helical and nonhe-
lical turbulences, simulations without helicity input are also
conducted. The nonhelical simulations are exactly the same
as the helical ones apart from �H,f =0. Some of the results are
also cross-checked with data obtained from simulations with
negative helicity input, in which the helicity injection rate
�H,f =−0.3. In the analyses that follow, results for filter scales
�=8�x and 16�x will be documented, corresponding to �
14.5�K and 30�K, respectively. Throughout the analyses,
the Gaussian filter is used.59

III. ANALYSIS OF DNS DATA

A. Basic statistics

Some basic statistics are presented first. The energy and
helicity spectra in the data sets are shown in Fig. 1, which
confirms the �5/3 spectrum for helicity. The energy spectra
in both helical and nonhelical turbulences are plotted and

FIG. 1. Helicity and energy spectra. Solid line: helicity spectrum; dashed
line: energy spectrum; symbols: energy spectrum in nonhelical data; dotted
line has a slope �5/3.
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they are nearly the same. The vertical lines mark the two
filter scales 8�x and 16�x used in our analyses.

A so-called relative helicity can be used to characterize
the degree of alignment between u and � �see, e.g., Ref. 12�.
The relative helicity is defined as

h� � h/��u����� = u · �/��u����� . �17�

The probability density function �PDF� of h� in our current
data set is shown in Fig. 2. As a comparison, the PDF is also
calculated in a data set with the low wave number Fourier
modes �k��kf removed by high-pass filtering. The result is
shown with dashed line in same figure. The results given in
Fig. 2 are consistent with previous research such as Ref. 12,
i.e., the alignment between u and � comes predominantly
from large-scale motions. The mean helicity is 0.69 in the
filtered data, whereas it is 1.60 in the original DNS data.
Thus the first two shells in the Fourier space contain more
than 50% of the total helicity.

Figure 3 plots the mean SGS helicity and energy dissi-
pations as functions of filter scale �. The horizontal dashed
lines denote the levels of helicity and energy injection rates.
In the limit of infinite Reynolds number, the mean SGS dis-
sipations should equal the injection rates when � falls in the
inertial range. In our results we observe plateaus for the two
curves that are somewhat lower than the injection values.
The discrepancy is likely due to viscous effects. The PDFs of
the normalized SGS dissipations, at �=8�x and 16�x, are

plotted in Fig. 4. One can observe that the distributions are
all skewed toward the positive axis direction. The PDFs for
the SGS helicity dissipation have wider tails than those for
the SGS energy dissipation, especially for the left tails. These
features are consistent with the observations made in Ref. 19,
where the intermittency of helicity cascade is investigated in
detail.

B. Tensor invariants of the vorticity gradient

Although the vorticity gradient G̃ij does not appear ex-
plicitly in the expression of SGS helicity dissipation, it con-
tains the complete information needed to infer the local

structures of the vorticity field, whereas R̃ij characterizes
only the straining of the vortex lines. Thus we present first

the results of the invariants of G̃ij, I2
G, and I3

G. To begin with,
we briefly explain the relation between the local structures of
the vorticity field and the values of I2

G and I3
G. Given the

values of I3
G and I2

G at a given spatial location, say x0, one
can deduce the local topology of the vortex lines around x0,
in the same way as one infers the local streamline patterns

from the values of the invariants of the velocity gradient Ã.
The local streamline patterns in different regions in the phase

plane of the invariants of Ã have been revealingly illustrated
in, e.g., Refs. 37 and 41. The diagram, adapted to our prob-
lem, is shown in Fig. 5. The two curves in the third and
fourth quadrants are the so-called Vieillefosse tails, defined
as I3

G= � �2�3 /9��−I2
G�3/2. The Vieillefosse tails, together

with the I2
G axis, divide the phase plane into four parts with

distinct local vortex line patterns, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Around point x0, locally the vorticity field can be approxi-

mated by linear approximation �̃i�x� �̃i�x0�+ G̃ij�x0��xj

−xj
0�. Sketched in Fig. 5 are vortex lines calculated from the

“relative” vorticity �̃i
� defined as

�̃i
��x� � �̃i�x� − �̃i�x0�  G̃ij�x0��xj − xj

0� , �18�

which is specified by G̃ij�x0�. Under linear approximation,
the actually vortex line patterns �i.e., those calculated from
�̃i� are the same as the ones shown in Fig. 5, except being

FIG. 2. Solid line: PDF of the relative helicity h�; dashed line: PDF of h�
obtained from the high-pass data with modes �k��kf removed.

FIG. 3. Mean SGS helicity �solid line� and energy �dashed-double-dotted
line� dissipations at different filter scales.

FIG. 4. PDFs of normalized SGS helicity �lines� and energy �symbols�
dissipations. �=8�x: solid line and squares; �=16�x: dashed line and
circles. �E and �H stand for the root-mean-square values of �E and �H,
respectively.
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translated uniformly by a displacement proportional to the
local vorticity �̃i�x0�.

Figure 6 plots the joint PDF of I2
G and I3

G, for �=16�x.
The invariants are normalized by �G

2 and �G
3 , respectively,

where �G�	G̃ijG̃ij
1/2. The two Vieillefosse tails are also
drawn with solid lines. The PDF for helical turbulence is
shown in gray scales and that for nonhelical turbulence is
shown with dashed lines. For the PDF in nonhelical turbu-
lence, the shapes of the contours are similar to those of a
Gaussian field �not shown�, although for the former there is a
much higher peak at the origin. The PDF is symmetric with
respect to the I2

G axis. The symmetry of the nonhelical result
is a consequence of the reflectional symmetry of the flow
field. As I3

G is a pseudoscalar, it takes the opposite sign in the
reflection of the flow field. In other words, wherever it is
positive �negative� in the original flow field, it is negative
�positive� in the image flow field. As a consequence, the joint
PDF is mapped onto its mirror image with respect to the I2

G

axis. However, in nonhelical turbulence, the joint PDF
should not change under a reflection transformation. Thus

the joint PDF has to be symmetric with respect to the I2
G axis.

On the other hand, the PDF in helical turbulence is not
bounded by the constraint of reflectional invariance. Figure 6
shows indeed that the joint PDF develops a skewed distribu-
tion. The probabilities for the events in the first and the third
quadrants are increased compared to nonhelical data. In the
third quadrant, the biggest difference is observed around the
Vieillefosse tail. Referring to Fig. 5, we find that in helical
turbulence, it is more probable to observe two types of local
vortex structures. The first one corresponds to the structures
around the left Vieillefosse tail, where the vortex lines con-
verge from two directions and are extended along the third
direction. The second one corresponds to the structures on
the upper-right part of the phase plane, where the vortex
lines form spirals around a direction along which the vortic-
ity decreases.

Figure 7 shows the same results as in Fig. 6 but for filter
scale �=8�x. At smaller scales, we observe that the distri-
bution of the invariants in helical turbulence becomes more
intermittent than in nonhelical turbulence. For helical turbu-
lence, it is again more probable to observe vortex structures
near the left Vieillefosse tail and the upper-right quadrant,
even though the asymmetry in the distribution appears to
slightly decrease.

We note that the probabilities of observing different local
vortical structures depend on the sign of the helicity injection
rate. To illustrate this point, we conduct simulations with
negative helicity injection rate �H,f =−0.3, as mentioned pre-
viously. The joint PDF of I3

G and I2
G calculated from this data

set is presented in Fig. 8 for �=16�x. With the sign of he-
licity reversed, the distribution skews toward the opposite
direction, compared to Fig. 6. It becomes more probable to
observe local vortex structures with vortex lines expanding
in two directions and contracting along the third direction,
and those with vortex lines winding around a direction along
which the vorticity increases �cf. Fig. 5�.

We now return to the analysis of helical data with posi-
tive helicity input. The above results focus on the difference
in local vortical structures between helical and nonhelical
turbulences. The next question is how the difference corre-
lates with helicity cascade. To shed light on this question, we
examine the SGS helicity dissipation rate conditioned on the
values of I3

G and I2
G. Figures 9 and 10 show the results for

FIG. 5. The local topology of the vortex lines in different regions of the
phase plane �I3

G ,I2
G� based on “relative vorticity” �see text�.

FIG. 6. The joint PDF of the invariants I3
G and I2

G. Contours in gray scales:
helical turbulence; dashed lines: nonhelical, �=16�x. The two solid lines
correspond to the Vieillefosse tails.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for �=8�x.
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helical and nonhelical turbulences at �=16�x, respectively.
Results at �=8�x �not shown� are similar. For nonhelical
turbulence, we observe that the conditional dissipation is
positive in both the first and third quadrants, and is negative
in the second and fourth ones. In particular, the conditional
dissipation tends to be positive around the left Vieillefosse
tail and negative around the right one. The distribution is
approximately antisymmetric with respect to both coordinate
axes. In helical turbulence, the symmetry in the distribution
is broken. The dissipation in the first and third quadrants is
much stronger, while the magnitudes of the negative values
in the second and fourth quadrants are significantly reduced.
The comparison indicates that local vortical structures in the
first and third quadrants are responsible for generating posi-
tive SGS helicity dissipation, while those in the second and
fourth are for negative ones. This correspondence holds in
both helical and nonhelical turbulences. In helical turbu-
lence, the positive fluctuations in SGS helicity dissipation
become stronger. Together with Fig. 6, we see that in helical
turbulence it is more probable to observe stronger positive
fluctuations in the SGS helicity dissipation, compared to
nonhelical turbulence. This difference is consistent with the
need to generate a positive mean dissipation.

Figures 11 and 12 show the joint PDFs of I3
G and I2

G in
helical turbulence conditioned on positive and negative SGS
helicity dissipations, respectively. When conditioned on posi-
tive SGS helicity dissipation, i.e., �H�0, the asymmetry
observed in the unconditional PDF �Fig. 6� is further in-
creased. That is, the events around the left Vieillefosse tail
and in the upper-right quadrant now happen more frequently.
When conditioned on �H�0, asymmetry of the PDF
switches towards the other direction. It becomes more prob-
able to observe events around the right Vieillefosse tail and
in the upper-left part of the phase plane. These results further
confirm the correlation between the local vortex structures
and the values of the SGS helicity dissipation observed in
Figs. 9 and 10. For nonhelical turbulence, the conditional
PDFs �not shown here� also display skewed distributions,
even though the unconditional PDF is symmetric. The PDF
conditioned on �H�0 also shows higher probabilities in the
first and third quadrants. However, compared to helical tur-
bulence, the asymmetry is weaker. On the other hand, the
PDF conditioned on �H�0 also shows a skewed distribu-
tion, with higher probabilities for the events in the second
and fourth quadrants. Compared to the conditional PDF for
helical turbulence shown in Fig. 12, the skewness is stronger.
The average of the two conditional PDFs is the same as the
unconditional PDF shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 6,

FIG. 9. The averaged SGS helicity dissipation rate conditioned on values of
I3

G and I2
G, normalized by the mean SGS helicity dissipation and weighted

with the joint PDF of I3
G and I2

G: P�I3
G ,I2

G�	�H �I3
G ,I2

G
 / 	�H
. �=16�x. Posi-
tive contours are shown with solid lines, negative with dashed lines.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for nonhelical data. The distribution is normal-
ized by the same 	�H
 used in Fig. 9.

FIG. 11. The joint PDF of I3
G and I2

G conditioned on positive SGS helicity
dissipation rate for the helical data. �=16�x.

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6, but for data with negative helicity injection rate
�H,f =−0.3.
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which is expected since in nonhelical turbulence the prob-
abilities to observe positive and negative SGS helicity dissi-
pations are equal.

The picture emerging from the above analyses is that the
local structures of the vorticity field and the SGS helicity
dissipation fluctuations are correlated. The correlation is ob-
served in both helical and nonhelical turbulences. In helical
turbulence with positive helicity input, it is more probable to
observe positive SGS helicity dissipation �see Fig. 4�. Due to
the correlation, it is thus also more probable to observe cer-
tain vortical structures �those in the first and the third quad-
rants of the �I2

G ,I3
G� plane�. This in turn leads to asymmetry

in a number of statistics. In other words, the asymmetry in
helical turbulence originates from the imbalance of positive
and negative SGS helicity dissipation.

It appears not yet possible to obtain a dynamical expla-
nation for the correlation starting from first principles. Here,
we provide a qualitative explanation for a certain part of the
correlation, based on a simple dynamical model. We focus on
the events around the Vieillefosse tails. As one has seen in
both Figs. 9 and 10, the SGS helicity dissipation tends to be
positive around the left Vieillefosse tail and be negative
round the right one. On the left tail, and the region between

it and the I2
G-axis, the gradient of vorticity G̃ij has one posi-

tive and two negative eigenvalues. Therefore, around a point
in this region, the vortex lines form a converging vortex tube,
as illustrated on the top part of Fig. 13. The magnitude of
vorticity, then, has to increase along the tube. As a conse-
quence, the induced velocity around the tube also increases
along the tube, which thus stretches and twists the vortex
lines so that they form a right-handed screw around the tube,
as sketched at the bottom part of Fig. 13. The vorticity on the
twisted vortex lines has a component along the circumferen-
tial direction of the vortex tube, which then induces velocity
fluctuations along the direction of the vortex tube. As the
direction of the induced velocity is the same as the vorticity,
it means that positive helicity fluctuations at smaller scales,
and hence positive SGS helicity dissipation, have been gen-
erated. Therefore, converging vortex tubes tend to produce
positive SGS helicity dissipation through their self-induced
motions, which in turn generates the correlation we observe
around the left Vieillefosse tail.

Note that the observation that twisted vortex tubes can
generate small-scale helicity fluctuations has been made in
Ref. 31. Here, by looking into the eigenvalues of the vortic-
ity gradient, we further elucidate how the twisted vortex
tubes emerge from their self-induced motions. The correla-
tion between negative SGS helicity dissipation and the right
Vieillefosse tail can be explained in the same way.

C. Invariants and eigenvalues of the vorticity strain
rate tensor

The analysis of the vorticity gradient G̃ij is now ex-

tended to consider R̃ij, the vorticity strain rate tensor. As R̃ij

is a symmetric tensor, its eigenvalues are real numbers. Fig-
ure 14 plots the PDFs of the normalized eigenvalues, calcu-
lated at filtered scale �=16�x. The normalization factor Rrms

for the three eigenvalues is defined as

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11 but conditioned on negative SGS helicity
dissipation.

FIG. 13. Illustration of a converging vortex tube and its induced velocity
�top�. The vortex tube will be twisted by its induced velocity, and hence
generates SGS helicity dissipation �bottom�.

FIG. 14. PDF of the eigenvalues of R̃ij at filter scale �=16�x and �=8�x
�inset�, normalized by Rrms defined in text. Solid line: R�; dashed line: R�;
dashed-double-dotted line: R.
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Rrms � 	R̃ijR̃ij
1/2 = 	�R�
2 + R�

2 + R
2�
1/2. �19�

The inset shows the corresponding results at �=8�x. By
definition R��0 and R�0. On the other hand, R� can take
both positive and negative values. The results for �=8�x are
similar to those for �=16�x, with slightly more spiky distri-
butions.

Note that R̃ij is a pseudotensor. Thus, in turbulence with
reflectional symmetry, the distribution of R� should be sym-
metric, whereas in helical turbulence R� is allowed to de-
velop asymmetric distribution. Therefore, it is interesting to
check if there is indeed asymmetry in the distribution of R�.
Figure 15 plots the antisymmetric part of the PDFs of the
normalized R�, i.e., Rrms�P�R��− P�−R��� /2, at several filter
scales. The distributions in both helical and nonhelical tur-
bulences are compared. The figure indeed shows that the
PDFs of R� are not symmetric. Instead, R� is more probable
to take negative values. On the other hand, the results in
nonhelical turbulence, shown by symbols, are essentially
zero, implying no deviation from reflectional symmetry.

The mean value of R�, denoted as 	R�
, is given in Table
I. Consistent with Fig. 15, 	R�
 are negative in helical turbu-
lence �case 1� and are an order of magnitude bigger than the
values in nonhelical turbulence �case 2�. Interestingly, the
values are nearly the same at three different scales, implying
that the effects of helicity are felt down to the smallest
scales. The last row shows 	R�
 calculated from a high-pass
filtered data set, where the Fourier modes �k��kf are re-
moved �cf. Fig. 2�. As has been shown in Fig. 2, a large
portion of helicity is contained in the forcing scales, and the
alignment between u and � is significantly reduced when the

forcing scales are removed. On the other hand, the same
filtering leaves 	R�
 nearly unchanged. Thus, we conclude
that the skewed PDFs of R� come from small-scale motions
in helical turbulence.

In regions where the vortex lines are dominantly

strained, the eigenvalues of R̃ij can be approximately related

to the shapes of the vortex lines. That R̃ij has two negative
eigenvalues implies that the vortex lines tend to converge
from two directions. The results in Fig. 15 and Table I thus
show that in these regions, the vortex lines are more probable
to form converging vortex tubes �see Fig. 13�. This is con-

sistent with results obtained from the vorticity gradient G̃ij.
Figure 16 plots the joint PDF of I2

R and I3
R for both he-

lical and nonhelical turbulences, shown in gray scales and
dashed lines, respectively. The two invariants are related by
inequality 3�6�I3

R�� �−2I2
R�3/2,60,61 therefore the distribution

is nonzero only in the wedge bounded by the Vieillefosse
tails. Similar to the joint PDF of I3

G and I2
G, Fig. 16 shows

that the joint PDF of I3
R and I2

R is also asymmetric in helical
turbulence. Higher probabilities are observed for events near
the left Vieillefosse tail. It is more probable to observe nega-
tive I3

R, implying that R� is more likely to be negative, con-
sistent with our previous results in terms of the PDFs of R�.
For nonhelical turbulence the distribution is symmetric.

The SGS helicity dissipation conditioned on I3
R and I2

R is
shown in Fig. 17 for helical turbulence, and in Fig. 18 for
nonhelical turbulence. In both cases, positive values are ob-
served mostly in the left half of the plane with I3

R�0, while
negative values are observed in the right half. Thus, there
exists negative correlation between the SGS helicity dissipa-
tion and I3

R �and hence R��. The result for nonhelical turbu-
lence is antisymmetric with respect to the I2

R axis. In helical
turbulence positive dissipation is observed in a larger domain
and with higher magnitudes.

The geometry of the tensor R̃ij can be studied with a
nondimensional parameter R�, defined as61

R� =
− 3�6R�R�R

�R�
2 + R�

2 + R
2�3/2 =

3�6I3
R

�− 2I2
R�3/2 . �20�

Similar parameters have already been used to investigate
the geometry of the strain rate tensor and the SGS stress

FIG. 15. Antisymmetric part of the PDF of R� defined as Rrms � �P�R��
− P�−R��� /2. Lines: helical turbulence; symbols: nonhelical turbulence.
Solid line and deltas: �=16�x, dashed line and gradients: �=8�x; dashed-
double-dotted line and squares: unfiltered data.

TABLE I. The mean R� at different scales for different data sets. Case 1:
helical data; case 2: nonhelical data; case 3: high-pass filtered helical data
with modes �k��kf =2 removed.

� /�x 16 8 0

Case 1 �0.26 �0.30 �0.25

Case 2 0.017 0.019 0.013

Case 3 �0.18 �0.26 �0.27

FIG. 16. The joint PDF of the invariants of R̃ij, I2
R and I3

R. �=16�x. Gray
scales: helical turbulence; dashed lines: nonhelical turbulence.
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tensor.33,61 R� is bounded between �1 and 1, i.e.,
R�� �−1,1�. When R�=1, the ratio between the eigenvalues
is R� :R� :R=1:1 :−2, corresponding to axisymmetric ex-
pansion of the vortex lines, and also to the right Vieillefosse
tail in the �I3

R ,I2
R� plane. On the other hand, R�=−1 corre-

sponds to axisymmetric contraction and the left Vieillefosse
tail. In a Gaussian field, the PDF of R� is uniform. Thus
deviation from a uniform distribution comes from the dy-
namics of turbulence.

Figure 19 plots the joint PDF of R� and �H, the SGS
helicity dissipation. The result from helical turbulence is
shown with gray scales while nonhelical result is plotted
with dashed lines. The first observation is that the distribu-
tion of �H shifts toward the negative direction when R� in-
creases in both data sets. That is, there exists negative corre-
lation between R� and �H in both helical and nonhelical
data. Second, in helical turbulence, it has higher probabilities
to observe positive fluctuations in �H compared to nonheli-
cal turbulence. It appears that when R� decreases, �H be-
comes more intermittent, with wider probability distribu-
tions, but the variation is small.

Figure 20 shows the averages of �H conditioned on val-
ues of R�, weighted with the PDF of R�. The inset shows the
same conditional averages without weighting. One can see
that interestingly, the conditional mean dissipation tends to

be positive when R��0, and negative when R��0, in both
helical and nonhelical turbulences. For nonhelical turbu-
lence, the curves are symmetric with respect to the origin.
For helical turbulence, the curves are shifted upward so as to
generate a mean positive SGS helicity dissipation. When �
=16�x, the curve has a maximum at R�=−1. Thus the axi-
symmetric straining structure �of the vortex lines� produces
strongest positive SGS helicity dissipation. Strongest nega-
tive SGS helicity dissipation comes from structures with R�

=1. For �=8�x, the conditional dissipation rate still takes
maximum at R�=−1, as shown by the dashed line in the
inset. However the contribution to the total dissipation is
maximum at R�−0.5 due to higher probability to observe
this value of R�.

To summarize the results on the invariants and eigenval-

ues of R̃ij, we observe that in helical turbulence with positive
helicity injection rate, it is more probable to observe negative
R� and events with negative I3

R, especially those around the
left Vieillefosse tail. The SGS helicity dissipation fluctua-
tions are negatively correlated with R� in both helical and
nonhelical turbulences. The structures around the Vieille-
fosse tails in the �I3

R ,I2
R� phase plane with R�= �1 contribute

important parts to the total SGS helicity dissipation.

FIG. 17. The weighted conditional average of the SGS helicity dissipation
in helical turbulence: P�I3

R ,I2
R�	�H �I3

R ,I2
R
 / 	�H
. Solid lines are for positive

contours and dashed for negative.

FIG. 18. Same as Fig. 17, but for nonhelical turbulence.

FIG. 19. The joint PDF of R� and SGS helicity dissipation �H. Gray scales:
helical turbulence; dashed lines: nonhelical. �=16�x. 	�H
 is the mean SGS
helicity dissipation in helical turbulence.

FIG. 20. The conditional averages of the SGS helicity dissipation, weighted
by the PDF of R�, as functions of R�. Lines: helical turbulence; symbols
with lines: nonhelical turbulence. Solid line and squares: �=16�x; dashed
line and triangles: �=8�x. The inset shows the conditional averages without
weighting.
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D. Alignment between tensors and vectors

Past studies on turbulence have found different preferen-
tial alignment trends between various tensors and vectors.
Examples include the well-known alignment between �̃ and
the intermediate eigenvector of the strain rate tensor,35,36,62

the alignment between the SGS stress tensor and the vorticity
vector,33,34 and the alignment between the strain rate tensor
and the SGS stress tensor.33 These geometrical structures are
related to the various dynamical processes of turbulence,
such as vortex stretching, etc.33 In this section, we will study

the alignment between the vorticity strain rate R̃ij and the

vorticity vector �̃ and vector �̃. The results will provide
useful insight into the local structure of the vorticity field. In
the results to be presented in the rest of this paper, we often
observe only small differences between helical and nonheli-
cal turbulences. Therefore only results in helical turbulence
will be presented unless stated otherwise.

The alignment between R̃ij and �̃ is characterized by the

relative angles between the eigenvectors Ri�i=� ,� ,� and �̃,
denoted as �i. Figure 21 plots the PDFs of �cos �i�
���̃ ·Ri� / ��̃� at several different filter scales. Interestingly, we
observe that the PDFs for R� show a very strong peak at

�cos �i�=1, implying that there is a high probability for �̃ to
align with the intermediate eigenvector R�. The peaks are
reduced only slightly when � increases. The distributions for
R� and R are very close to each other. At small scales, both

have peaks at �cos �i�=0, showing that �̃ tends to be perpen-
dicular to both R� and R. When the filter scale increases,
the peaks weaken. Note that the same PDFs in a Gaussian
field with same energy and helicity spectra are uniform for
all the eigenvectors. Thus, the peaks observed in the Fig. 21
are the consequence of the nontrivial vortex structures in
turbulence.

The origin of the preferred �̃− R̃ij alignment and its dy-
namical consequences are not yet clear. Here we only com-
ment that the closeness between the results for R� and R,
observed in Fig. 21, is a consequence of reflectional symme-

try. As R̃ij is a pseudotensor, its eigenvalues are pseudosca-
lars and have opposite signs in the mirror image of the flow

field. By the ordering of the eigenvalues, the largest eigen-
value in the mirror flow field is thus −R, the smallest one is
−R�. In a reflectionally symmetric flow field, the statistics is
invariant upon a reflectional transformation. In particular, the
statistics of the largest eigenvalue should stay the same.

Therefore, the PDF of ��̃ ·R�� / ��̃� should be the same as that

of ��̃ · �−R�� / ��̃�= ��̃ ·R� / ��̃� in a reflectionally symmetric
flow field. In nonhelical turbulence we indeed find that the
PDFs for R� and R are the same �not shown�. In helical
turbulence, there is also only small difference between the
two PDFs, as is seen in Fig. 21.

The PDFs for the alignment between R̃ij and �̃ in helical
turbulence are presented in Fig. 22. The lines are for �
=16�x and the symbols are for �=8�x. For �=16�x, we
observe that the PDFs for R� and R are almost the same.
Both peak at cos �0.71 corresponding to �45°. Thus,
the vorticity vector tends to take approximately 45° angles
with R� and R and tilts slightly toward the former. On the
other hand, the PDF of R� reaches maximum at zero, al-
though the peak is not sharp. In other words, �̃ and R� prefer
to be perpendicular to each other but with high probabilities
to make other angles. When �=8�x, the peaks in the PDFs
for R� and R become stronger and are also reached at
�45°.

The 45° angle observed in Fig. 22, which is also ob-
served in nonhelical turbulence, suggests that it may come
from some simple flow structures. Recall that in a uniform
2D shear layer �see Fig. 23�a��, the eigenvectors correspond-
ing to the two nonzero eigenvalues of the strain rate tensor
will make 45° with the velocity vector. Similarly, for a two-
dimensional vortex layer with uniform transverse gradient,
as illustrated in Fig. 23�b�, the two eigenvectors R� and R

make 45° with the vorticity vector itself. This observation
suggests that the preferred angle of 45° observed in Fig. 22
may be related to such layerlike structures. More generally,
one expects to observe preferential 45° alignments between
�̃ and R� and R as long as the gradient of vorticity along a
perpendicular direction is much stronger than the gradient
along other directions. In particular, this may include both
vortex tubes and vortex sheets �see, e.g., Refs. 34 and 63�.

The alignment between �̃ and the eigenvectors of R̃ij is

FIG. 21. PDFs of �cos �i����̃ ·Ri� / ��̃�, where Ri �i=� ,� ,� is the eigenvec-

tor of R̃ij, at �=16�x ,8�x ,0�x. Dashed lines: i=�; solid lines: �; dashed-
double-dotted lines: . � increases along the directions of the arrows.

FIG. 22. PDF of �cos �i����̃ ·Ri� / ��̃�, where �i is the angle between �̃ and
eigenvector Ri�i=� ,� ,�. Lines: �=16�x; symbols: �=8�x. Solid line and
squares: R�; dashed line and deltas: R�; dashed-double-dotted line and gra-
dients: R.
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correlated with the SGS helicity dissipation. Figure 24 plots
the PDFs of �cos �i� conditioned on �H�0 �lines� and �H

�0 �symbols�, i.e., P��cos �i� ��H�0� and P��cos �i� ��H

�0� �i=� ,� ,�. Comparing with Fig. 22, one can find that
when conditioned on positive �H, the differences between
the curves for R� and R are amplified. P��cos ��� ��H�0� is
shifted to the right with a peak at cos ��0.77, while
P��cos �� ��H�0� is shifted to the left and peaks at cos �

0.52. The results imply that �̃ becomes more aligned with
R� in regions with higher SGS helicity dissipation. When
conditioned on negative �H, the trends reverse. That is, the
peak of P��cos ��� ��H�0� now moves to the left. The whole
curve is close to P��cos �� ��H�0�. The curve for R moves
to the right and peaks at approximately the same location as
P��cos ��� ��H�0�, while the peak value is a bit higher. The
PDFs corresponding to R� show only small changes upon the
conditioning.

E. Alignment trends between tensors

In this subsection, we consider the alignment trends be-

tween R̃ij and the �minus� SGS stress tensor −�ij and other
related tensors. As is shown by Eq. �10�, nine inner products
can be defined out of the six eigenvectors of the two tensors.
However, they are not all independent and only three angles
are needed to specify the relative orientation of the two
eigenframes. We use the three angles �� ,� ,�� defined in Ref.

33 and also illustrated in Fig. 25. Specifically, � is defined as
the angle between R� and �−���. � is the angle between R�

and the projection of �−��� on the R�−R plane. � is the
angle between the projection of R on the �−���− �−��

plane, denoted by R
P and �−��. Because the eigenvectors

are determined only up to an arbitrary constant, which can be
either positive or negative, the range of each angle is
�0, 90°�. In a Gaussian velocity field, the joint PDF
P�cos � ,� ,�� is approximately uniform.

We first consider the alignment between R̃ij and −�ij.
Figure 26 shows several slices cutting through the 3D joint
PDF P�cos � ,� ,��, evaluated at filter scale �=16�x. As one
can see, the distribution has a peak with approximate
value 1.37, approximately located at �cos � ,� ,��
= �0.71,1.55,1.55�, corresponding to angles �� ,� ,��
�45° ,90° ,90°�. The same PDF calculated from the non-
helical turbulence data is plotted in Fig. 27. Interestingly, we
again observe a peak at approximately the same location, but
slightly shifted toward smaller values of cos �. The peak
value is about 1.35. Thus, the peak configuration is a trend
existing in both helical and nonhelical turbulences.

FIG. 23. Alignment trends in �a� a homogeneous shear flow and �b� a vortex
sheet with unidirectional vorticity and uniform transverse gradient.

FIG. 24. Conditional PDFs of �cos �i����̃ ·Ri� / ��̃�, i=� ,� ,. Lines: con-
ditioned on positive �H; symbols: conditioned on negative �H. Solid line
and squares: i=�; dashed line and deltas: i=�; dashed-double-dotted line
and gradients: i=. �=16�x.

FIG. 25. The angles �� ,� ,�� defining the relative orientation between the

eigenframes of tensors R̃ij and −�ij.

FIG. 26. Joint PDF P�cos � ,� ,�� in helical DNS for R̃ij and �ij. �=16�x.
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We will make a connection between this alignment trend

with the �̃− R̃ij alignment we presented above, and the �̃
−�ij alignment reported in Ref. 34. First, the peak configu-
ration in the above distributions is graphically illustrated in
Fig. 28. In this configuration �−�� aligns with R�, while
�−��� and �−��� both make an angle of 45° with R�. Second,
let us recall the results concerning the alignment between �̃
and �ij. As is shown in Ref. 34, there are high probabilities
for �̃ to align with �−��� and �−���. These alignment trends
are reproduced in our helical turbulence data, given in Fig.
29. Plotted in Fig. 29 are the PDFs of �cos �i�
���̃ · �−��i� / ��̃� �i=� ,� ,�, where �i is the angle between �̃
and the ith eigenvector of −�ij. One indeed finds sharp peaks
at 1 for �−��� and �−���, which are plotted with solid and
dashed lines. For �−��, the PDF also has a rather strong
maximum at the origin, implying that �̃ tends to be perpen-

dicular to �−��. Finally, the �̃− R̃ij alignment trends have
been shown in Fig. 22, in which we find �̃ tends to make 45°
with both R� and R, and be perpendicular to R�. Therefore,
it is not difficult to see that if the two most probable �̃

− R̃ij and �̃−�ij alignments take place at the same time, one

would observe the peak R̃ij −�ij alignment shown in Fig. 28.

Thus, the observed R̃ij −�ij alignment is consistent with pre-
vious results. The argument suggests the pivotal role of vor-
ticity in inducing various geometrical alignments in turbu-
lence.

As already noted, there are some differences between
helical and nonhelical turbulences in the 3D joint PDF dis-
tributions of �cos � ,� ,��. To get a clear look at the differ-
ences, we consider the marginal distributions P�cos ��, P���,
and P���. Figure 30 shows the marginal distributions for both
helical and nonhelical data, with solid and open symbols,
respectively. For comparison, the same results for a Gaussian
velocity field with same energy and helicity spectra are also
shown with lines. The first observation is that the biggest
difference between helical and nonhelical turbulences is ob-
served in P�cos �� �squares�. In helical turbulence, the prob-
ability to observe larger values for cos � is substantially
higher than in nonhelical turbulence, implying that �−���

tends to align with R� closer in helical turbulence. We can
qualitatively understand the effects of this difference in the
magnitude of SGS helicity dissipation via Eq. �10�. Let us
focus on the first term in the equation. By definition R� and
�−��� are positive. Also, R� · �−����cos � according to our
definition of angle �. As a result, the first term in Eq. �10� is

FIG. 27. Joint PDF P�cos � ,� ,�� in nonhelical DNS for R̃ij and �ij. �
=16�x.

FIG. 28. The configuration of eigenframes for R̃ij and �ij corresponding to
the peak probability density.

FIG. 29. PDFs of �cos �i����̃ · �−��i� / ��̃�, where �i is the angle between �̃
and the ith eigenvector �−��i of −�ij. Solid line: �−���; dashed line: �−���;
dashed-double-dotted line: �−��.

FIG. 30. The marginal PDFs for cos �, �, and �, in helical �solid symbols�
and nonhelical �open symbols� turbulences, and a Gaussian �lines� field.
Squares and solid line: P�cos ��; deltas and dashed line: P���; circles and
dashed-double-dotted line: P���. �=16�x.
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positive and increases with cos �. Thus, Fig. 30 implies that
in helical turbulence, this term tends to generate larger values
of positive helicity dissipation. For the distribution of �, both
helical and nonhelical turbulences show higher probabilities
to observe larger values �values close to � /2�, compared to
the Gaussian field. The probability to find � near � /2 is
slightly higher in nonhelical data than in the helical one.
Finally, the distributions of � in either helical or nonhelical
turbulence are quite close to that in the Gaussian field, and is
nearly uniform over the interval �0,� /2�.

We next consider the dependence of the R̃ij −�ij align-
ment on SGS helicity dissipation �H, in terms of the PDFs of
the angles conditioned on the values of �H. The conditional
PDFs of cos � are plotted in Fig. 31, with the unconditional
one shown with a dotted line for comparison. Four different
conditions are considered: �H�2	�H
, �H�0, �H�0, and
�H�−2	�H
. It can be seen that the probabilities for larger
values of cos � are increased dramatically when conditioned
on positive �H �solid squares� and decreased when condi-
tioned on negative ones �open squares�. The changes are fur-
ther enhanced when conditioned on large magnitude fluctua-
tions �H�2	�H
 and �H�−2	�H
 �circles�. Thus, it is
more probable to observe closer alignment between R� and
�−��� in regions with larger �H, and vice versa.

The amplitude of the changes indicates the sensitiveness
of the sign of �H on R�− �−��� alignment, which suggests
the dominant role of the latter in determining the value of
�H. If we examine the figure further, we notice that the
curves cross over each other at cos �0.7, corresponding
approximately to �=45°. Simple calculation shows that
when �H�0, the probability for cos ��0.7 equals approxi-
mately 0.15 and that for cos ��0.7 is 0.85. When �H�0,
the probability to find cos ��0.7 is about 0.53. The latter
can be compared to the probability 0.42 calculated from the
unconditional PDF and 0.33 from the Gaussian field. Thus,
regions with negative SGS helicity dissipation are mostly
contained in regions with ��45°. Regions with positive dis-
sipation are more probable to have an angle ��45°, but
configurations with ��45° also happen rather frequently.

The PDFs for � and �, plotted in Figs. 32 and 33, also
show rather strong dependence on SGS helicity dissipation.

The PDFs for � become nearly uniform when conditioned on
positive �H. Recall that �−��� tends to align more closely
with R� when conditioned on larger �H �see Fig. 31�, there-
fore small fluctuations in the direction of �−��� can generate
large fluctuations in �. This may explain the changes in the
PDF of �. On the other hand, when conditioned on �H�0
or �H�−2	�H
, the probability for �90° increases sig-
nificantly, implying that �−��� is more likely to be perpen-
dicular to R� in the regions with negative SGS helicity dis-
sipation. For �, when conditioned on �H�0, smaller values
become more probable and when conditioned on negative
�H, it becomes more probable to take larger values.

The SGS helicity dissipation conditioned on the align-
ment �cos � ,� ,�� is plotted in Fig. 34 for helical data. The
distributions are weighted by the joint PDF of cos �, �, and
�, and normalized by the mean SGS helicity dissipation in
helical turbulence. In Fig. 34, the largest values are observed
mostly around cos �=1, and rather evenly distributed for dif-
ferent values of � and �. Large negative values are found in
the region where ��45° with � near � /2. For smaller �,
negative values are only observed for larger �. In general, the
figure again shows strong dependence on the R�− �−���

alignment. Same PDF calculated from nonhelical turbulence
�not shown� displays similar dependence on the alignment
angles, but the magnitudes of positive values are signifi-
cantly smaller, while the magnitudes of negative values are
larger.

Overall, the results show that the value of �H depends
strongly on cos �. For example, when �� /2, Fig. 34
shows that the conditional average changes from positive to

FIG. 31. Conditional PDFs of cos � in helical turbulence. Solid squares:
�H�0; solid circles: �H�2	�H
; open squares: �H�0; open circles: �H

�−2	�H
. Dotted line is the unconditional PDF shown for comparison. �
=16�x.

FIG. 32. Same as Fig. 31, but for �.

FIG. 33. Same as Fig. 31, but for �.
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negative when cos � decreases crossing a value around 0.69,
corresponding to �46°. This observation can be partially
understood from Eq. �10�. Let us focus on the contributions
involving the orientation of �−���, consisting of the first
three terms in the equation, and denote this part by �H,�.
When �=� /2, the expression for �H,� is reduced to

�H,� = �− ���R� cos2 � + �− ���R sin2 � . �21�

With R=−R�−R�, it becomes

�H,� = �− ���R� cos 2� − �− ���R� sin2 � . �22�

Since R��R�, the first term is more important. As both
�−��� and R� are positive by definition, the first term in-
creases with cos 2�, or when � decreases. It is positive when
��45° and becomes negative when ��45°. Among the
other terms in Eq. �10�, it can be shown that the dominant
terms also contain the factor cos 2�. This result thus qualita-
tively explains the strong dependence on cos � we see in Fig.
34 when �=� /2. For an arbitrary �, the expressions appear
too complex for the above analysis to derive meaningful
results.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a study of the geometrical and
vortical statistics in the small scales of both helical and non-
helical turbulences. We use a filtering approach, in which the
helicity flux across different scales is represented by the SGS
helicity dissipation. The SGS helicity dissipation is propor-
tional to the product of the SGS stress and the symmetric
part of the gradient of the filtered vorticity. Therefore, it is
important for the understanding of helicity cascade to exam-
ine the local structures of the vorticity field. We thus have
focused on the vorticity gradient, the symmetric part of the
vorticity gradient, referred to as vorticity strain rate, and the
dual vector corresponding to the antisymmetric part of the
vorticity gradient. We document the geometrical statistics of

these quantities, and their correlation with vorticity, SGS
stress, and SGS helicity dissipation. Our results can be sum-
marized as follows.

First, a number of geometrical features common to both
helical and nonhelical turbulences are observed, including
the preferred alignment between the dual vector and the in-
termediate eigenvector of the vorticity strain rate tensor, the
preferred 45° alignment between the vorticity vector and
both the most contractive and the most extensive eigendirec-
tions of the vorticity strain rate tensor, and the preferred
alignment configuration between the vorticity strain rate ten-
sor and the SGS stress tensor. We have shown that in regions
with strong straining of the vortex lines, there is a negative
correlation between the fluctuations of the SGS helicity dis-
sipation and the third order tensor invariant of the vorticity
gradient tensor. We explain the origin of the correlation as a
consequence of the self-induced motions of converging or
diverging vortex tubes, which wind up the vortex lines and
generate SGS helicity dissipation.

Second, several features unique in helical turbulence are
identified. It is found that the joint PDF of the second and
third order tensor invariants of the vorticity gradient has an
asymmetric distribution, with the direction of skewness de-
pending on the sign of helicity input. Also, we observe that
the intermediate eigenvalue of the vorticity strain rate tensor
is more probable to take negative values when the helicity
injection rate is positive, and vice versa. These features are
the main differences between helical and nonhelical turbu-
lences, as far as the geometrical statistics of the vorticity
field is concerned. Based on the model of twisted vortex
tubes, we show that the asymmetry is dynamically linked to
the nonzero mean SGS helicity dissipation in helical turbu-
lence.

In summary, we have observed for the first time a num-
ber of interesting geometrical features of the vorticity field in
both helical and nonhelical turbulences, by looking into the
statistics of the gradient of the vorticity. Some of these fea-
tures have admitted simple dynamical explanations. More
work is needed to understand fully the dynamics that gener-
ates these features, and to explore their implications. These
questions will be the topic of further research.
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